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Design
The overall design and production 
are exquisite, the styling and 
color matching are reasonable, 
installation is simple, and the 
structure is stable and durable.

Drawer compartment
There are transparent acrylic 
medicine grids inside the drawer, 
which can be used to classify and 
place medicines, and the medicine 
grids can be freely combined.

Drawer
Baosteel from Fortune global 500.
Panasonic Robotic ensure 360° full 
smooth welding.

 Material
The aBS material is an innovative engineering plastic.antibacterial, moisture-proof, anti-corrosion, wear-resistant, non-
toxic and tasteless, never rust. Washable, easy cleaning.

Technical parameters
 ▪ Overall dimensions 790W X 610d X 1000H mm

 ▪ defibrillator Stand                                                                                    380×340mm

 ▪ Work Board                                                                                                 340×250mm 

 ▪ Cpr Board 475 × 595 × 8.5mm

 ▪ Packing Size 820X650x1150 mm

 ▪ Product Weight 65 Kg 

 ▪ Caster 5"Two Casters With Brake, Two Without Brake

 ▪ Work Board Size  340×250mm

 ▪ Bracket Size  380×340mm

Technical configuration
 ☑ 20l Trash Can With lid

 ☑ Oxygen Bottle Rack

 ☑ adjustable iv Stand

 ☑ Medicine grid Horizontal and Vertical

 ☑ Slide Rail



Product video (scan / press QR code)

Accessories 

IV stand
adjustable aluminum alloy iV 
stand.

Caster
at the bottom, it uses two 5-inch 
silent brake, anti-winding, high-
end, silent casters, allowing for 
flexible movement and a high load-
bearing capacity.

Drawer slide
The drawer uses high-strength 
three-section silent damping slides. 
When the drawer is closed to the final 
distance, hydraulic pressure is used 
to slow down the speed and reduce 
the impact force

Working table
The main tabletop can have 
a replaceable soft pad that is 
dust-proof and easy to clean. The 
vehicle is equipped with a hidden 
sliding writing board that can be 
used for writing.

Sealed handle
The trolley is equipped with a 
sealed handle, which can lock five 
drawers at the same time.

Oxygen bottle rack
aBS oxygen bottle bracket on the 
left side.

Trash can
Clamshell aBS trash can on the 
right side, 
Specification: 20l

CPR board
The aBS CPR board is installed on 
the back of the trolley body, which 
can be used during defibrillation 
rescue.
CPR board size: 475 * 595 * 8.5mm
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